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Open Data Search is hard...

Why is Search in Open Data a problem?
▪ No natural language cues, little context
▪ Specific terminology 
▪ Existing knowledge graphs don‘t cover the domain of 

CSV Open Data well
▪ Open Data is not properly geo-referenced

Our contribution:
Hierarchical labelling of spatial entities in tabular data



      

Example Table
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federal state district year sex population

Upper Austria Linz 2013 male 98157

Upper Austria Steyr 2013 male 18763

Upper Austria Wels 2013 male 29730

… … … … …

NUTS2 LAU2_NAME YEAR SEX AGE_TOTAL

AT31 Linz 2013 1 98157

AT31 Steyr 2013 1 18763

AT31 Wels 2013 1 29730

… … … …



      

NUTS: Nomenclature of Territorial Units 
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Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques (fr)

Geocode standard for referencing 
the subdivisions of countries 
for statistical purposes

Used in may open government
datasets, e.g., on data.gv.at 98

276

1342



      

▪ Over 11 million geographical names of entities such as 

countries, cities, regions, villages, etc. 

▪ unique identifiers 

▪ detailed hierarchical description including countries, federal 

states, regions, cities, etc. 

▪ Also available as RDF Ontology  

▪ + additional datasets (e.g. Postal Codes)
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gn:A gn:A.ADM2 gn:A.ADM3 gn:A.ADM4 gn:A.ADM5

Germany Bavaria Upper Bavaria Munich; Urban District Munich



      

Largest community-maintained wiki of geo-entities and open 

map data. Combines data produced by volunteers using GPS devices 

with contributions by agencies and companies. 

▪ Nodes: specific points defined by a latitude and longitude.

▪ Ways are ordered lists of nodes that define lines or polygons.

▪ Relations between OSM elements.

▪ Route is defined as a relation of multiple ways.

▪ Tags are key-value pairs used to describe the meaning of 

elements, 

▪ E.g., “highway: residential” on a way element can indicate a 

road within settlement.

             OpenStreetMap
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Building a Knowledge Graph of Geo-Entities
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Geo-Knowledge Graph Construction
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Wikidata links

European Classification 
of Territorial Units

Mapping OSM entities 
to GeoNames regions

Extracting OSM 
streets and places

Wikidata links

Wikidata, 
GeoNames



      

▪ 84 countries and a total of 1.1M entries. 
▪ For each code: place name, and (depending on the country) 

several parent region/subdivision names. 

Heuristic to map postal codes to                    entities: 

▪ Split the place name of the postal code (from the postal 
codes database) on delimiters and search for matching 
GeoNames entries (from the main database) in the 
respective country. 

▪ Use code’s ancestor regions to disambiguate (resolve 
multiple matches)
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Mapping Postal Codes to GeoNames Entities

postal codes database



      

▪                 maps 1316 out of 1716 NUTS codes to GeoNames 

entities. 

▪ Remaining 400 codes are typically NUTS regions where no 

Wikidata and/or GeoNames entry exists

▪ In most cases: no corresponding administrative region.

▪ For instance: NUTS AT126 Wiener Umland/Nordteil and 

AT127 Wiener Umland/Südteil are no administrative 

districts, but groups of neighboring districts (Northern resp. 

southern neighborhood of Vienna), and therefore have no 

separate Wikidata/GeoNames entity to map.
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Mapping NUTS Codes to GeoNames Entities



      

1. Use        GEOFABRIK to download an OSM snapshot on a country 
level.

2. With the OSM         Nominatim service, get potential OSM 
entities for the NUTS 1, 2 and 3 identifiers. 

3. If multiple matches: choose the OSM entity (e.g., region) at the 
same NUTS level as the corresponding GeoNames region.

4. Query Nominatim again to get polygons of the disambiguated 
regions. 

5. Extract street names, places etc. based on polygons from the 
OSM snapshot, and add them to the hierarchy under the 
corresponding GeoNames entity. 

             Open Street Maps Integration
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Dataset Labeling Algorithm
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The CSVs are processed column by column. The following algorithm is 

used to detect and label geo-entities in CSV columns:

Three cases:

1. NUTS or Postal Codes Column

2. Textual Geo-references 

3. Best effort mappings (Address Parsing & OSM Mappings)

Dataset Labeling Algorithm
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▪ Pattern based preprocessing via regular expressions

▪ Threshold (currently 90% of values) to classify the column as 

NUTS or Postal Code

▪ Values in classified columns are mapped to GeoNames entities

▪ NUTS codes are easy to detect with a regex

▪ two letter country code followed by zero to three numbers.

▪ Postal codes are preprocessed with a permissive regex filter

▪ Attempt to match with known postal codes of the dataset’s 
country of origin.

Labeling Case 1: NUTS or Postal Code column
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Word(s) or text, try to map the column values to GeoNames:

▪ Collect all possible entity mappings for all column values, 
including any ambiguous labels. 

▪ E.g., all GeoNames entries for “Linz” and likewise for 
the other values (Steyr, Wels, ...). 

▪ For these, compute the score as a number occurrences 
of ancestors.

▪ E.g., Linz as an Austrian city would have score 7 while 
as a city in Saxony - only score 2.
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Labeling Case 2: (Short) string values

federal state district year sex population

Upper Austria Linz 2013 male 98157

Upper Austria Steyr 2013 male 18763

Upper Austria Wels 2013 male 29730



      

If Cases 1 and 2 do not apply:

▪ Use the Libpostal Python library to extract streets and place 
names from strings as a preprocessing

▪ Try to match with the known OSM entries 

▪ Disambiguate multi-matches (same technique as in Case 2)

▪ Use the entities found in the metadata to reduce the set of 
multi-matches. 

▪ Prefer OSM candidate mappings which are within one of the 
regions detected in the metadata.

 Labeling Case 3: Best Effort Match 
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Extract geo-entities from the titles, descriptions and publishers of 
the datasets:

1. Tokenize input fields and remove stopwords.

2. We group the input by word sequences of up to four words, 
i.e. all single words, groups of two words, ..., and run the 
labeling algorithm for mapping a set of values to the 
GeoNames labels (including the disambiguation step).

Processing Dataset Metadata
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Metadata descriptions
▪ Geo-entities in titles, 

descriptions, organizations
▪ Restricted to origin country

CSV cell value disambiguation
▪ Row context:
▪ Filter candidates by 

potential parents (if 
available)

▪ Column context:
▪ Least common ancestor 

of the spatial entities

Dataset Labelling
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Showcase: Search Interface

Faceted query interface:
▪ Geo-entities
▪ Full-text queries
Back end:
▪ MongoDB for efficient key 

look-ups
▪ ElasticSearch for indexing 

and full-text queries

Dataset   
     Search Index

 Geo-Entity 
   Knowledge Graph

Web Interface 
 

data.wu.ac.at/odgraphsearch

http://data.wu.ac.at/odgraphsearch


      

Index Size 
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Portal Datasets Resources thereof  CSVs Indexed

data.gv.at 2399 9091 2794 2427

opendataportal.at 414 1061 473 442

govdata.de 19711 56584 14542 5396

offenedaten.de 10902 24247 4408 3308



      

Evaluation (1)
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40 random datasets, manually evaluated
● 16 contain no georeferences in columns. 

● 17 correctly labeled cell values (of remaining 24)

● 4 have inaccuracies in OSM labels and 4 in GeoNames labels

● Incomplete labels: 7 datasets

● Metadata labels: 33 datasets metadata based labels complete, but in 
most cases (32) extraneous labels added: 

○ E.g. data publisher “Stadt Wien” was linked to 

■ the city of Vienna, Austria, and 

■ “Stadt Wehlen”, a city in Saxony mentioned as “Stadt”

○ Solution: take the country of origin into account as a workaround,
need confidence estimation for mappings



      

Three sets of datasets picked: 

▪ 20 with metadata labels and no column labels assigned

▪ 20 with column labels and no metadata mappings

▪ 20 without column or metadata labels

▪ Geo-labelling based on title and publisher metadata: 100% complete

▪ 40 datasets without any assigned metadata labels do not provide any 
geo-information cues in their metadata descriptions.

▪ For 9 of the 60 datasets we identified columns with potential geo-data 
which remained unlabeled.

▪ Particularly in the set of 20 datasets without any assigned 
metadata and column labels we found 7 candidates with missing 
labels.

Evaluation (2): Potential false Negatives
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1. Corresponding entities are missing in the base knowledge graph.
Solution: integrate more entities and/or find alternative names 
(e.g., by using the multi-lingual labels from Wikidata/DBpedia). 

2. City/region names are embedded in text, or combined with other 
content in the cell, e.g., the region type. 
Solution: improved pre-processing for the CSV cell values.

3. The table consists of several sub-tables, where each sub-table has 
a geo-label as ”title”.  The column contains very few labels, below 
the threshold.
Solution: improved parsing algorithm for better understanding of 
the table’s structure, e.g., if the table is horizontally or vertically 
oriented.

Evaluation (2): Error classes
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Present Shortcomings of Open Dataset Search
▪ Most of Open Data it is not (yet) Linked.
▪ Geo-spatial information is hidden in datasets.

Our contribution:
▪ Hierarchical knowledge graph of spatial entities
▪ Algorithms to annotate CSV tables and their metadata descriptions

Current / future work:
▪ temporal dimensions
▪ Enable GeoSPARQL (or an alternative geospatial-query language)
▪ Parsing coordinates in datasets
▪ Parse other file fomats, e.g., XML, PDF, …
▪ Test other domains such as tweets or web pages 

Conclusions & Outlook
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Thank you!
Questions?

Sebastian Neumaier
sebastian.neumaier@wu.ac.at
twitter: @sebneum
sebneumaier.wordpress.com
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polleres.net

Vadim Savenkov
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